Abstract-Snowflake is a data warehouse schema design where dimension tables are normalized on top of a star schema design. Snowflake schema is generally not recommended due to its performance overhead in joining the normalized dimension tables. However, the Snowflake schema can be extended in a way to improve performance for business analysis activities. In business analytics paradigm, two distinct environments are complementary and work together to provide effective business analytics. Firstly, the data warehouse environment transforms operational data into information. Secondly, the analytical environment delivers information to end users for further data analysis and decision making. The snowflake schema bridges the gap between the two environments. Snowflake schema facilitates the mapping of wide dimension structures with many dimension attributes to analytical processing hierarchies. The snowflake schema makes navigation along hierarchies easier and supports flexible analysis such as drilldown and rollup. This paper examines the two complementary business intelligence environments, roles played by the snowflake design in mapping from data warehouse to analytics, and performance considerations in snowflake design with case studies. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Business intelligence (BI) is a paradigm where enterprises integrate their operational data to make decisions based on data analytics. The goal of business intelligence is to present information to the end user in a way that supports decision making [1] . Decisions based on data can greatly enhance enterprise knowledge management and customer relationship management. Analytics and business intelligence capabilities have become competitive differentiators for many enterprises [2] and [3] .
Before data can be used effectively for BI query processing and presentation, operational data must be transformed into decision support data. To prepare for the data warehouse environment transaction data must be extracted and integrated from multiple sources. Further, the operational data must be transformed into information  Manuscript received on March 2, 20 15; revised on August 25, 2015.
so that necessary business understanding can be achieved and knowledge can be extracted from the data [4] .
Data warehouses are fundamental to the business intelligence environment, encompass data from the entire enterprise, and focus on enterprise-wide business processes. The need for more intensive and complex analytics is the motivation for another environment to support online analytical processing (OLAP). OLAP makes the contents of the data warehousing environment available to users in an optimized structure, including strategic information, for decision making. OLAP supports multidimensional data analysis that focuses on analytical process and the relationship among business subject areas. OLAP environment maps data elements from the data warehouse to its own data structure in order to deliver information in an advanced, yet easy to use, interface.
The design of BI systems, that are important in facilitating the decision-making process, differs significantly from the customary operational or transaction database. Transaction databases are designed for running day-to-day business activities and supporting the operational needs of staff; therefore data manipulation is crucial to the design of transaction systems. In transaction systems, data are stored in detail and require users to execute queries to summarize or aggregate data for reporting. Accuracy is essential in order to manage data at the granularity of a logical business transaction and is achieved in part by normalizing the data storage mechanism often referred to as tables.
Normalization is a design process for transaction databases designed to minimize data redundancy and reduce data anomalies during data manipulation. Data anomalies occur when inserting, updating, or deleting data and may introduce unintended errors in the database. Such anomalies are a barrier to the data integrity (accuracy) required to serve employees on the front line of interaction with customers. Essentially, normalization is an abstract data design approach that increases data integrity in the database. Operational database design reflects data integrity concerns and tends to be highly normalized to maintain efficient daily transaction support.
Having summarized traits of operational databases and the context for BI and data warehousing, the next section will examine the two database environments used in BI.
The third section looks at the star schema design used to build many data warehouses. The fourth section depicts the snowflake schema as an alternative and its role in BI environments. The fifth section examines the benefits in terms of performance as well as the drawbacks of the snowflake design. The last section summarizes the findings.
II. DISTINCTIVE ENVIRONMENTS IN BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Business intelligence is a comprehensive and integrated environment to capture, integrate, and analyze data with the purpose of generating and presenting information to create intelligence about a business. To support business decision making, business intelligence in general encompasses two distinctive environments, namely data warehousing and analytical. Both environments are needed to provide a comprehensive solution in tools and techniques. Data warehousing environment transforms data to information and analytical environment transforms information to knowledge. Data warehouse provides an integrated, subject-oriented, non-volatile, and time variant environment to collect and store data. To put data into data warehouse, data from operational databases are integrated, cleansed and transformed into usable information that is ready to support complex data representation.
To provide information for decision making, data warehouse has to be designed in subject oriented schema structure, where data is collected and organized by business areas to better answer business questions. Therefore, data warehouse is generally implement under star schema that consists of a fact table representing business measures and surrounding dimension tables representing business subject areas.
With tremendous complexities and performance demands in business intelligence, it is almost impossible for top management to retrieve data warehousing data and answer business questions without a sophisticated analytical environment. The analytical environment provides users advanced tools to access information content and transform information into knowledge. It concentrates on transforming information from data warehouse into knowledge for decision makers to reach timely and accurate strategic decision in their business. As part of analytical environment, OLAP plays key roles in managing data, transforming data, analyzing data, and presenting data to end user [5] . The two environments work together complementarily in business intelligence to empower users to make sound business decisions based on the accumulated knowledge of the business as reflected on historic operational data, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
Each of the two environments has distinct characteristics and plays roles in the process of business intelligence. The two environments have to work together coherently. Data warehouse design has to take into consideration how the data in data warehouse will be processed and analyzed by end users. In turn, OLAP hierarchies for drilling down and rolling up have to map to underlying data warehouse dimension hierarchies at various granularity levels. Therefore, data warehouse design directly affects how the data will be used in the analytical environment. 
III. STAR SCHEMA IN DATA WAREHOUSE DESIGN
The star schema is used in data warehouse design because the existing normalized operational database does not yield a structure that serves advance data analysis requirements well. The star schema is a dimensional modeling technique for data warehouse where critical business measures, such as sales and revenue, are captured and examined from perspectives of multiple dimensions. Star schema focuses on dimensions and facts, mapping business subject areas with business measures. Star schema benefits include simple implementation and an intuitive process for user.
Dimensions provide views by subject areas, such as customer, region, and product. A dimensional table is generally flat and wide, consisting of many attributes that describe the dimension. Since table joins are computationally expensive, it is generally recommended to denormalize dimension tables to reduce possible joins between tables so performance of queries can be satisfied. Denormalized dimension tables connect to the fact table by foreign keys, which is intuitive to business users simplifying business measures analysis. For example, as depicted in the Fig. 2 , the business measures are units, sales, and cost, which can be analyzed by aggregating in subject areas such as sales channel, customer, and product.
One of the features of star schema is its wide dimension table. A dimension is wide and flat with many textual descriptive attributes so measures can be fully described during analysis. For instance, the TIME dimension, in addition to the key for months, MONTH_ID, may contain many other attributes. If the table is laid out with columns and rows, the table is extended horizontally.
Another feature of a wide dimension in star schema design is its multiple hierarchies. Dimension tables often consist of multiple hierarchies so that analysis along any hierarchy can be performed. In the example of above TIME dimension, there exist hierarchies such as calendar year and fiscal year. Analysis can be performed by drilling down along the calendar year hierarchy from all years, to calendar year, calendar quarter, and month. Similarly, it can also be performed along the fiscal year hierarchy from all year, to fiscal year, fiscal quarter, and month. 
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IV. SNOWFLAKE SCHEMA DESIGN
Snowflake schema is a variation of star schema in data warehouse design. Typical snowflake schema can be achieved by normalizing a dimensional table to reach semantic simplicity. In snowflake schema, each hierarchical level is stored in a separate dimension table. Since levels of dimension hierarchy relate closely to path of analysis, snowflake design facilitates data filtering operations along the dimension hierarchies and simplifies user navigation through dimension tables. With original star schema fact table in the center, if all hierarchies in all dimension tables are normalized, the design resembles the intricate arrangements of a snowflake.
There typically exist many potential hierarchies in a wide dimension for a given business subject area. However, not all hierarchies need be normalized in order to maintain a simple and easy to understand design. To better support decision making and map objects in the OLAP environment from data warehousing environment, the snowflake schema needs be designed keeping in mind the hierarchies that will participate in analytical processes. If a potential hierarchy will not be required when mapping to OLAP layer, it should be ignored in the normalization process to minimize design complexity and performance overhead. This approach balances between a "pure" star schema and a "pure" snowflake schema and produces an optimal design. A sample snowflake design is shown in Fig. 3 , where TIME dimension is normalized along two hierarchies, calendar year hierarchy and fiscal year hierarchy, since analysis will be performed heavily along these two paths. OLAP hierarchies are mapped to data warehouse design. Fig. 4 lists typical mappings between OLAP objects to data warehouse objects. The OLAP cube maps to data warehouse fact table or a view that is based on a fact table. Measures from fact table directly map to cube measures. OLAP dimensions and hierarchies map to subdimensions in data warehouse. For instance, on the data warehouse side, there is only one flattened out dimension table TIME that has embedded hierarchies, such as calendar year and fiscal year. On the OLAP side, the mapping based on the snowflake schema will generate multiple hierarchical views. This is beneficial to the mapping process and easy in maintenance. Obviously, with the snowflake design where all the sub-dimensions are in their own normalized tables, the mapping process will be more simplified compared to the mapping performed in the original star schema. Snowflake schema bridges data warehousing environment to analytical environment by mapping hierarchies and multi-dimensions easily. Snowflake schema reflects how users view the data in their organizations. The normalized multiple dimension tables represent levels in the dimensional hierarchy. It is intuitive to understand since it matches business subject areas and the relationship among them. With snowflake design, existing alignment between data processes such as drilldown and rollup, and dimension hierarchies makes transformation from data to information and from information to knowledge easier, and consequently enhances business decision making.
V. PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS
If data warehouses were used directly for data analysis under either snowflake or star schema design, aggregate
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calculations would be done on the fly at any level above the base level in each dimension taking a significant amount of time in query processing. OLAP system enables quick and easy information retrieval by mapping data to underlying data warehouse. OLAP environment focuses on cubes that aggregate business measures for each unique combination of dimension hierarchies. In viewing data, analysts use dimension hierarchies to recognize trends at one level, drill down to lower levels to identify reasons for these trends, and roll up to higher level to see what effect these trends have on a larger sector of the business.
The snowflake schema is really useful when a data warehouse maintains multiple fact tables representing different aggregation levels. The aggregate fact tables are pre-calculated and work with sub-dimension in hierarchies to speed up query operations. For example, the TIME dimension can be snowflaked to Year-QuarterMonth-Day. To speed up query operation for aggregated values for roll-up operations, multiple fact tables related to each level (year, quarter, and month) of aggregation in the location dimension can be created. Each fact table matches a level along the hierarchical structure within the dimension, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 . The aggregate tables are pre-computed at the data-loading phase rather than at run time. The purpose of this technique is to save processor cycles at run time, thereby speeding up data analysis. With this design, aggregate tables contain all of the aggregate data so a query against them just selects the aggregated data, instead of performing calculations to generate the value. Queries select the aggregates directly from the fact table by applying the appropriate filter to each dimension, which will significantly improve the performance, as the sample queries and results compared in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Fig. 6 Sample Query 1 shows a query with aggregate function SUM() and GROUP BY clause that is executed against data of close to 300,000 records in a sample fact table where calculation is performed on the fly and result is retrieved in 0.10 seconds. In contrast, Fig. 7 Sample Query 2 shows another query that fetches the exact same results from aggregate table using filters, instead of using any aggregate function, which retrieves the same result in 0.01 second -10 times faster. The normalization process may bring some other benefits into the picture. Dimension tables in the data warehouse are usually very large containing multiple sets of attributes at different granularities. For example demographic or geographic information in the customer dimension table may be separated as sub-dimensions. By implementing snowflake design, normalization is performed on the large and very wide dimension tables, Vol. 6, No. 4, November 2015 which makes navigation along hierarchies easier. It may also help optimize complex queries by implementing a heuristic-based query rewriting technique. With the snowflake design, structures in a data warehouse are easier to update and maintain. Normalization reduces data redundancies and, in turn, reduces data anomalies. With a large number of attributes in a dimension table, it is possible that a set of related attributes are updated less frequently than others. Having multiple dimension tables for sub-dimensions allows for queries to work with fewer records. The chances of data anomalies are greatly reduced.
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Normalization allows long text fields in dimension tables to be eliminated. Normalization reduces storage space requirements on holding many attributes of dimension tables, especially those involving long text fields that are repeated. If the data is sparse, where a large number of attributes are empty for each dimension record, those attributes that are rarely populated could be in their own sub-dimension table. The savings in space could be generous in many cases. However, since query performance in data analysis is commonly more important than storage efficiency, a fully normalized snowflake structure may not be the best approach. In many cases it may be appropriate to normalize certain dimensions that are directly involved in analysis processes and create partial snowflake structures in order to achieve significant storage savings at the price of an insignificant decrease in query efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Data analytics in business intelligence requires robust data warehouse design to support flexible querying across multiple complex dimension relationships. Snowflake schema is a method of normalizing the dimension tables in a star schema and creating sub-dimensions for hierarchical levels. The snowflake schema is suitable for mapping flattened out dimension structure to OLAP hierarchies. It bridges the gap between the data warehouse environment and data analytics environment in business intelligence and facilitates the mapping between the two. Snowflake schema makes navigation along hierarchies easier and analysis such as drilldown and rollup possible. It works well with multiple aggregate fact tables where performance of aggregation analysis will be greatly enhanced. Lastly the snowflake schema saves processor cycles at runtime with appropriate filters on dimensions applied on aggregates directly in the fact table. With the snowflake design, structures in a data warehouse are easier to update and maintain. Effective business decision making requires better information delivery. The snowflake schema in data warehouse design plays important roles in supporting business analytics.
